Drivers of wildland fire behaviour variation across the Earth
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Abstract

Fire behaviour characteristics define the impacts on society and the environment. While wildland fire science has expanded to include the analysis of fire activity and effects across the globe, an understanding of global fire behaviour patterns and its drivers remains incomplete. We utilized the literature and unpublished datasets as sources for compiling a worldwide fire environment and fire behaviour database consisting of field-based experimental fires, planned-ignition prescribed fires and wildfires. Analysis of the database allows for the assessing of the influences of fuel and weather descriptors on fire behaviour characteristics at various scales, namely climate zone, biome, ecoregion, and vegetation type. The database comprises nearly 6000 fires. Fire spread rate and fireline intensity vary by five orders of magnitude (seven in the former case if smouldering is considered). Variation in fire-spread rate is dominated by fuel moisture content within Koppen-Geiger climates, except in tropical wet and hot desert climates, where wind speed prevails. Fuel structure is less important than weather-related variables, but it explains 35 and 30% of the variability within monsoon-influenced humid subtropical and hot summer Mediterranean climates, respectively. Fuel structure and load metrics increase in importance in regards to fireline intensity, being the dominant influence (66-91%) in hot semi-arid, temperate oceanic, and hot summer Mediterranean climates. Fuel moisture content exerts by far the major control in the variation in fire spread rate within broad vegetation types (forest, woodland, shrubland, grassland), while fuel structure metrics dominate the variation observed in fireline intensity, except in woodlands, where fuel moisture content is slightly more influential. Efforts to understand potential fire activity and fire regime shifts in relation to global change, and the formulation of policies for adaptive fire management will benefit from the results of this study.
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1. Introduction

The environmental and societal consequences of wildland fire depend on how fast it spreads, its areal extent, how much biomass it consumes, and how much and at what rate it releases energy. While wildland fire science has expanded to include the analysis of fire activity and effects across the globe (Moritz et al. 2012), an understanding of global fire behaviour patterns and their drivers remains incomplete, and is addressed by the on-going BONFIRE project.

We utilized the literature and unpublished datasets as sources for compiling a worldwide fire environment and fire behaviour database consisting of field-based experimental fires, planned-ignition prescribed fires and wildfires. Among other possibilities, analysis of the database allows for assessing the influences of fuel and weather descriptors on fire behaviour characteristics at various spatial scales, namely climate type and different levels of vegetation classification. In this study we quantify the relative importance of fuel and weather-related variables in determining fire behaviour variation at those scales.

2. Data and Methods

We surveyed the peer-reviewed and grey literature and identified candidate field-based experimental fires to include in the database, supplemented by unpublished data on file. We compiled information from natural or activity (slash and masticated) fuels, the former comprising both flaming and smoldering fires. Fires backing into the wind or downslope, as well as ignition patterns resulting in fire front interaction in both experimental and prescribed fires (e.g. strip-head firing) were not included in the analysis, as well as fires spreading as fronts <2 m wide that do not reach their potential rate of spread even under mild weather conditions (Wotton et al. 1999). When multiple observation periods were available, wildfire data collection was limited to the period of maximum rate of spread in a given vegetation type. We retrieved as much information as possible on:

- Fire weather: wind speed, ambient temperature and relative humidity, fuel moisture contents per condition – dead or live – and size class, Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System codes and indices (Van Wagner 1987);
- terrain slope;
- surface fuel properties and other attributes of the fuel complex (e.g. loads per size class and live or dead condition, curing or % fine dead fuel, fuel depth or height, fuel layer cover), fuel type (defined by the existing surface fuel layer(s), e.g. litter-grass);
- type of ignition source (i.e. point or line), and ignition line length;
- characteristics of the heading fire, i.e. the forward section of the fire front: rate of spread, flame geometry, and fireline intensity (Byram 1959);
- fuel consumption by fuel layer and size class.

The resulting database is, understandably, highly heterogeneous in its completeness. Each fire was assigned a georeferenced location, Koppen-Geiger climate classification (Peel et al. 2007), mean annual temperature and rainfall (1970-2000) from the WorldClim 2 database (Fick and Hijmans 2017), biome and ecoregion (Olson et al. 2001), NCAR LSM surface type (e.g. cool broadleaved deciduous forest) (Bonan 1996), generic vegetation type (i.e. forest, woodland, shrubland, or grassland), and dominant species. Additionally we attributed reliability scores for weather, fuel and fire behaviour characteristics (Cheney et al. 2012).

Regression tree analysis of fire spread rate and fireline intensity as a function of fuel and weather variables was carried out after adjusting rate of spread for zero slope (Sullivan et al. 2014). The results are presented after discarding the influence of ignition type and ignition line length.
3. Preliminary Results and Conclusion

The database comprises about 6000 fires (experimental fires – 73%, 15% wildfires, and 12% prescribed burns) from 33 countries. However, 72% of the data comes from Australia, USA, Canada, and South Africa (Figure 1), reflecting their long-standing research programs and fire management policies. Proportionally, forest is the more represented vegetation type, followed by grassland, woodland, and shrubland.

Fire spread rate and fireline intensity in the database vary by five orders of magnitude, and by seven in the former case if smouldering is considered. Variation in fire-spread rate is dominated by fuel moisture content within Koppen-Geiger climates, except in tropical wet and hot desert climates, where wind speed prevails. Fuel structure is less important than weather-related variables, but it explains 35 and 30% of the variability within monsoon-influenced humid subtropical and hot summer Mediterranean climates, respectively. Fuel structure and load metrics increase in importance with regards to fireline intensity, being the dominant influence (66-91%) in hot semi-arid, temperate oceanic, and hot summer Mediterranean climates. Fuel moisture content exerts by far the greatest control on variation in fire spread rate within a given broad vegetation type (forest, woodland, shrubland, grassland), while fuel structure metrics dominate the variation observed in fireline intensity, except in woodlands, where fuel moisture content is slightly more influential.

Efforts to understand potential fire activity and fire regime shifts in relation to global change, and the formulation of policies for adaptive fire management will benefit from the results of this study. Visit https://www.researchgate.net/project/BONFIRE-gloBal-scale-analysis-and-mOdelliNg-of-FIRE-behaviour-potential-PTDC-AAG-MAA-2656-2014 to keep up with the latest project developments.
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